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WP8000: Double Stars (Söderhjelm, Lindegren)

Simulation experiments concerning the reduction of double and multiple stars continued (089 = C ). The treatment of double stars in the overall NDAC data processing has been reviewed (090 = C ) and efforts are now concentrating on modifying the simulation package to be compatible with the proposed scheme and to implement the latter. A format for input of attitude data and instrument parameters from the Great-Circle Reduction has been proposed (093 = C ).

Great-Circle Reduction (Lindegren)

A final version of the format specification for input to the Delft GCR program has been agreed on (082.1 = C ). A tape with simulated data (LOSIM3.1) was sent to Delft on February 11.

Miscellaneous (Lindegren)

The observation of minor planets and natural satellites (Europa and Titan) by Hipparcos and their treatment by NDAC was reviewed (088 = C ). Standard coordinates for use in TYCHO astrometry were described in 091 = C .

A revised version of 'Conventions and Reference Systems Used by NDAC' has been issued (084.1 = C ).

A method for comparing FAST and NDAC attitudes and corresponding data formats have been proposed (092 = C ).
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